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Abstract
Automated positioning devices can generate large datasets with information on the
movement of humans, animals and objects, revealing patterns of movement, hot
spots and overlaps among others. However, in the case of Automated Information
Systems (AIS), attached to vessels, observed strange behaviors in the tracking datasets
may come from intentional manipulation of the electronic devices. Thus, the analysis
of anomalies can provide valuable information on suspicious behavior. Here, we
analyze anomalies of fishing vessel trajectories obtained with the Automatic
Identification System. The map of silent anomalies, those that occur when positioning
data are absent for more than 24 hours, shows that they are most likely to occur
closer to land, with 87.1% of anomalies observed within 100 km of the coast. This
behavior suggests the potential of identifying silence anomalies as a proxy for illegal
activities. With the increasing availability of high-resolution positioning of vessels and
the development of powerful statistical analytical tools, we provide hints on the
automatic detection of illegal activities that may help optimize the management of
fishing resources.
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1 Introduction
Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing represents a problem for actors, both
nations and companies, that cooperate to sustainably exploit fishing resources [1, 2], lead-
ing for example to inaccuracies in the catch reports, hindering fisheries management. IUU
displays a global spread [3], enhanced by the high benefit from this activity, in contrast to
the low detection rates that may lead to penalties imposed on these actors [4]. Further-
more, other illegal activities, such as forced labor, occur within the fishing industry [5]. In
this context, satellite tracking of fishing vessels has the potential to discover and quantify
such behaviours [6], facilitating the management of the fishing resources.

Automatic Identification System (AIS) data provides valuable information about ship-
ping activity in the oceans, revealing for example the appearance of new shipping routes
[7]. In particular, concerning fishing vessels, global AIS analyses have helped quantify the
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global distribution of fishing intensity [8], the unequal share of the industrial fishing effort
among countries [9], the economic impact of fishing in the high seas [10], the network
of fishing ports supporting fishing activity in different ocean regions [11], or the overlap
between vessels and marine animals [12].

Interestingly, AIS tracking data from fishing vessels (and in general any automated po-
sitioning system) reveals anomalous behaviors in the reported positions [13]. For exam-
ple, vessels often reported consecutive locations that would represent traveling distances
associated with non-feasible speeds, as well as trajectories displayed long periods with
absence of reported locations. While the failure of the devices and processes involved in
the transmission and reception of the data is a natural source of these anomalous posi-
tions, anomalies can also represent operational issues or intentional manipulation [14].
Complementary datasets have been already used to show that vessels can intentionally
disconnect the AIS system to stop reporting their locations while performing illegal ac-
tivities at sea. For example, data obtained from night light satellite pictures have reported
illegal trajectories along North Korean waters [15].

Previous works have introduced statistical methods to detect anomalies or spoofed posi-
tions [16]. However, a global analysis of the distribution of AIS anomalies in fishing vessels
that may provide cues to illegal or unreported activity is still pending. Here, we focus on
silence anomalies, that is, long periods (compared to the typical AIS temporal resolution)
without reporting AIS location. In particular, we aim to statistically identify geograph-
ical locations where fishing vessels show an excess of anomalous events that cannot be
explained due to randomly distributed operational issues and are likely to represent in-
tentional manipulation of these devices to hide the vessels’ real position and trajectories.

2 Results
Considering the global fishing vessels tracking dataset in 2014, obtained from AIS, we
measured the observed inter-event times between consecutive locations of the same ves-
sel, together with the estimated speed (see Methods, Fig. 1). The observed values of inter-
event times and estimated speeds displayed a high variability and, although the estimated
speeds were mostly concentrated in values lower than 100 km/h, the inter-event times
marginal distribution decayed slowly. Despite such a slow decay, 99.3% these times were
shorter than 24 h. Considering the unlikelihood of these occurrences on the AIS system,
we developed an analysis of these long periods of absence of reported locations, which we
named silence anomalies.

We identified 770K silence anomalies in our tracking dataset. For this analysis, we dis-
cretized the world in grid cells of size 0.5° lat × 0.5° lon and ignored grid cells which include
ports (see Methods), resulting in 25,795 grid cells with at least one observed anomaly, out
of 87,853 total (non-port) grid cells with fishing vessels observations. Most anomalies oc-
curred in grid cells with a high number of location estimates, such that these anomalies
could be explained by random operational issues, happening more frequently in highly
visited grid cells. To compare these anomalies and their expected geographical distribu-
tion if they were random, we extracted each vessel’s trajectory and its set of inter-event
times and randomized the inter-event times, such that the silence anomalies happened
randomly along the trajectory, i.e., proportionally to the number of locations inside each
grid cell. Several realizations of this random process led to the computation of a p-value
(see Methods). To test the effect of non-uniform spatial distributions of the number of
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Figure 1 Statistics of the inter-event time and estimated speed between consecutive AIS locations. The
central heatmap represents the joint probability density function pdf(v,�t) of observing a time delay �t and
an estimated speed v, defined as the traveled distance divided by �t, while the bottom and left plots
represent the marginal distributions of, respectively v and �t

locations, emerging from different space uses of the vessels or different sampling rates
across the ocean, we have tested this computation of the p-value on a null model. Partic-
ularly, we distributed anomalies through grid cells with different number of location data
points (see Statistical filter in non-uniform events distributions in Additional file 1). In
our null model, we obtained an analytical expression for the p-value that agreed with its
stochastic computation, obtained from multiple realizations of the random process (Fig.
S1). The model showed that in the case of uniform probabilities of observing anomalies,
but different event densities, the anomalies of no location were selected under the filter
p < 0.01, with minor differences in the p-value of cells with different number of events (Fig.
S2). Moreover, we increased the likelihood of observing an anomaly in a grid cell with a
specific number of locations, and our model showed that a lower increase is required in
cells with a large number of data points, such that cells that have lower AIS coverage (and
thus lower number of data points) would be requested to have higher fractions of anoma-
lies in order to pass the filter, implying that anomalies on grid cells with poor AIS coverage
would pass this filter less frequently.

To remove the anomalies that could be explained by these random distributions, we
discarded, for each vessel in our dataset, the anomalies observed in grid cells with a p-value
≥ 0.01, selecting for our analysis the anomalies in the rest of cells (i.e., those that could
not be explained by a random distribution). After this statistical filter, 169K anomalies
(22% of the anomaly observations) remained significant with respect to the random model
(Figs. S3, S4; for a p-value < 0.05, 239K anomalies, i.e. 31% of the anomaly observations,
remained significant). These significant anomalies, unlikely to be attributable to random
events, were observed in 5758 unique grid cells (for p < 0.05, 10577 unique grid cells), and
appeared more frequently in the Northeastern Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea
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Figure 2 A global dataset of silence anomalies observations. (a) Geographical extent of the number of
significant anomalies starting at each 1° lat × 1° lon grid cell. (b) Distribution of the number of anomalies
observed in each grid cell. c Density plot of the fraction of significant anomalies, computed as the sum of
significant anomalies in each grid cell divided by the number of locations of vessels with at least one anomaly
in that grid cell, as a function of the total number of anomalies. (d) Geographical extent of the fraction of
anomalous locations. Grey contours on the maps represent the limits of Exclusive Economic Zones

and the Western Pacific (Eastern Asia shore) (Fig. 2a). The distribution of the number of
significant anomalies per grid cell displayed a heavy tail, indicating the presence of a few
grid cells with a number of anomalies much greater than the average number of anomalies
per grid cell (Fig. 2b). A key indicator of how frequent visits to grid cells ended up in
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anomalies was the fraction of anomalies, computed as the number of significant anomalies
in each grid cell divided by the total number of locations from vessels in that grid cell,
including only those vessels with at least one anomaly along their trajectories (Fig. 1c). This
indicator revealed cells where more than 50% of the tracking locations were anomalies in
the Southwest of Ireland, included within the Sole Bank fishing ground, and the South of
Japan (Fig. 2d). These results were robust after considering a global grid composed of cells
with sides of 50 km length for the statistical filter, and the graphical representation on a
grid with sides of 100 km length (Fig. S5). Interestingly, the inter-event time distribution
associated with the significant anomalies was universal across different vessels’ flags (Fig.
S6).

Regarding the fishing vessels, 16K vessels displayed at least one significant anomaly, out
of the 78K vessels included in our silence anomalies dataset. Although we observed at
least one significant anomaly in only 20% of the analyzed vessels, there were geographi-
cal hotspots where most of the detected fishing vessels displayed at least one significant
anomaly (Fig. S7). This result illustrates the presence of hotspots with diverse fishing ves-
sels showing significant anomalies, but it does not inform about how often these vessels
showed significant anomalies. Our statistical filter captured both locations with many
anomalies as preferential hotspots for AIS disconnection, but also locations where there
were few visits of vessels with anomalous behavior, but most visits led to an event of silence
(Fig. 3). Focusing on the regions where there were remarkable combinations of number
and fraction of anomalies, we observed spatial structures in the vicinity of the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) limits of the United States, Ireland, Libya and Japan (Fig. 3a-h). In
the region including the Bay of Biscay and the Atlantic coast of Ireland and Great Britain,
the anomalies displayed a specific pattern following the limit of the West of Scotland Ma-
rine Protected Area (MPA) and appeared along the Bay of Biscay slope current (Fig. 3a,
b). While the latter seems to be a geographical pattern linked to fishing pressure, the ac-
cumulation of anomalies at the border of the West of Scotland MPA provides high suspi-
cion of illegal fishing activity. Another region of accumulation of anomalies was located
close to the Northwest Atlantic shore (Fig. 3c, d), especially in the vicinity of the Northeast
Canyons and Seamounts Marine Protected Area, again bordering an MPA. In the Mediter-
ranean Sea, most of the anomalies were observed in the Italian EEZ, but interestingly the
vessels that reached the border between Libyan and Greek EEZs displayed anomaly events
in most of their visits (Fig. 3e, f ), suggesting illegal fishing operations in these EEZs. The
Northwest Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan displayed accumulations of anomalies at
the border of the Russian EEZ and in the disputed control area adjacent to Japan, South
Korea and North Korea (Fig. 3g, h). The replication of these results considering a global
grid with sides led to similar results, confirming the robustness of our method (Fig. S8).

Considering only the distance from each anomaly to the nearest coast (see Methods),
we observed that the frequency of observed significant anomalies decreased with distance
from the coast, a behavior that we associate with the disconnection of the AIS system in
the trips towards the ports, while this behavior displayed an increase of more than 100% in
the vicinity of the expected border of the EEZ limit at 200 nautical miles (Fig. 3i). This limit
separates the Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction from the national waters, while the EEZ
limits between two nations may be located at closer distances from the shore. We observed
quantitative and qualitative differences after classifying the vessels into short (length < 40
m) and long (length ≥ 40 m) fishing vessels. For example, most of the anomalies at the
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Figure 3 Significant anomalous locations (green dots) in the proximity of Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ)
and Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). (a)-(h) Regional distribution of anomalous locations. Panels (a), (c), (e), (g)
depict the location of the anomalies, while (b), (d), (f ), (h) describe the number (color) and fraction (fraction of
the pie) of observed silence anomalies in each 1° × 1° grid cell. Regions correspond to the Northeast Atlantic
Ocean (a), (b), Northwest Atlantic Ocean (c), (d), Southern Mediterranean Sea (e), (f ) and Western Pacific Ocean
(g), (h). Grey contours and light blue areas represent, respectively, the limits of the Exclusive Economic Zones
and the zones declared Marine Protected Areas. (i) Normalized frequency of observed anomalies (number of
anomalies divided by the global number of anomalies) in cells located at a distance d from the shore

Great Sole Bank corresponded to short vessels, while the opposite behavior occurred in
the South of Japan (Fig. S9). Additionally, short vessels displayed their anomalies mainly
in the proximity to the shore, as expected, but we observed that long vessels showed fewer
anomalies close to the coast, and a remarkable increase in the proximity of the EEZ limits,
indicating that the suspicious behavior related to the borders of the high seas was mostly
associated with longer vessels (Fig. S10).

62.8% of the anomalies had the same origin and destination port (see Methods). From
the perspective of the vessels, (1) 47.5% of the vessels displayed all their anomalies on re-
turn trips from/to the same port (i.e., when an anomaly was observed, if A was the last
visited port before the anomaly, A was also the first visited port after that anomaly) and,
within them, 96.8% of the vessels traveled always from/to a unique port; (2) 31% of the
vessels showing anomalies either with common or different origins and destinations (i.e.,
there were some anomalies located on return trips to/from a port and other anomalies lo-
cated in the transit between different ports); and (3) 22% of the vessels with all their anoma-
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Figure 4 Locations of the ports with anomaly detections before or after visiting them. (a) Rank of the 20 ports
with the highest anomaly detections before or after visiting them. Countries are included within brackets. CN:
China, IT: Italy, ES: Spain, IE: Ireland, NL: Netherlands. (b) Rank of the 20 countries whose ports are visited
before or after the anomalies

lies happening in the transit between two different ports. The distribution of anomalies
among origin/destination ports was highly heterogeneous, with 164 ports (15% of the
ports with at least 0.5 anomalies) associated with 85% of the anomaly-port trips. In par-
ticular, the top-20 ports, linked to 39.5% of the anomalies, included 14 ports in China, 2
in Spain, 2 in Italy, 1 in Ireland and 1 in the Netherlands (Fig. 4a). The distribution was
narrower when the anomaly-port links were reported by country, with 89% of the trips
associated with only 16 countries (11% of the countries with at least 0.5 anomalies), and
a top-20 list of countries whose ports support fishing vessels contributing 91% of those
anomalous trips (Fig. 4b). Comparing the number of anomalies by ports with the fishing
effort associated with those ports, we found a positive correlation (Pearson correlation
of 0.67). This correlation was stronger when ports were joined into countries (Pearson
correlation of 0.91, Fig. S11).

The structure connecting anomalies to countries can be better understood when all the
grid cells are associated with one nation, either its EEZ for grid cells located in Areas Un-
der National Jurisdiction or the nearest EEZ for those located on the high seas (Figs. S12,
S13). This classification allowed us to create a network connecting the locations of the
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Figure 5 Network between the top 10 countries (top, names in capital letters, colored nodes) with support
from their ports to most of the observed anomalies, and the top 10 Exclusive Economic Zones (bottom, full
names, gray nodes) where the anomalies were observed. Link widths are proportional (logarithmic scale) to
the number of anomalies connecting the nation’s ports to anomalies in Exclusive Economic Zones

anomalies to the countries whose ports were visited before and after the observation of
those anomalies (Fig. 5). This network revealed a complex structure splitting into three
regional groups (France-Spain-United Kingdom-Ireland, Norway-Iceland-United King-
dom, United States-Canada) and two nations with strong interactions within their own
EEZs (China and Italy). We also assessed the role of the vessel flags on this network, re-
vealing frequently the same EEZ, flag and country where the supporting port is, but also
interesting links, for example, vessels with Chinese flag with anomalies in the Argentinian
EEZ, receiving support from ports in Chile and Uruguay (Fig. S14).

3 Conclusion
A detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal properties of AIS data of fishing vessels re-
vealed anomalous phenomena, including long periods of absence of tracking locations and
non-feasible vessel traveling speeds. Particularly, we focused our research on such long
periods of absence of tracking locations, named silence anomalies, finding that, although
infrequent (0.3% of the number of tracking locations), their extent was global. Consid-
ering that those anomalies could arise from randomly operational issues of the tracking
devices, we developed a statistical filter to remove the anomalies that could be explained
by randomly distributed issues. Thus, keeping these significant anomalous observations,
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we found that their location was of particular interest to the fishing industry, suggesting
the intentional manipulation of the tracking devices.

Tracking data of fishing vessels has advanced our understanding of when and where
fishing activities occur, facilitating the quantitative estimation of the captures thanks to
modern algorithms, for example, those using Artificial Intelligence for measuring fishing
effort from the vessels’ sequences of geolocated positions. However, intentional manipu-
lation of the devices that report the fishing vessels’ locations may bias these analyses, pro-
viding underestimated results, especially in the locations where low or even null fishing
effort is expected due to their conservation status. The availability of alternative datasets
may help contrast these trajectories and reveal behaviors that AIS tracking data does not
highlight, such as the use of animals carrying devices that monitor fisheries [17], or those
reported thanks to the nightlights from vessels [15, 18]. Nevertheless, there may be other
data gaps, such as those related to the resolution of satellite imagery or the absence of
lights due to the cloud cover. Such problems highlight, as a preliminary step before con-
trasting different datasets, the importance of new algorithms that detect anomalies within
a single dataset (in parallelism with unsupervised learning), which subsequently additional
datasets can validate.

Identifying anomalies from automatically retrieved vessel positions has applications be-
yond fishing vessels and AIS in marine shipping. In general, anomaly detection refers to
the identification of entries in a dataset that do not conform to the expected value and
different techniques and methods have been developed [19]. Social data for example is
affected by biases, inaccuracies (e.g. at the source of the data, processing), and method-
ological limitations [20]. In particular, the analysis of human mobility can be hindered by
missing and extraneous locations, for instance, 75% of check-in traces are extraneous and
can be associated with the social reward system [21].

We have developed a method for extracting the locations where there is a statistically
relevant accumulation of silence anomalies in fishing vessels’ trajectories, as the combina-
tion of a high number of anomalies from specific vessels’ trajectories with a low probability
(< 1%) of occurring by chance. Using this approach, we detected the specific areas where
these anomalies happened. We found four general cases that accounted for a large fraction
of the oceanic hot spots of AIS anomalies, including (1) marine protected areas (Fig. 3a,
c), (2) the edge of EEZs supporting productive fisheries (Fig. 3g)), (3) ocean areas disputed
by different nations; for instance, the maritime border between Greece and Libya, which
is known for experiencing territorial disputes, exhibits a low number of anomalies, but
with a specific set of vessels that displayed an anomaly in most of their visits to that area
(Fig. 3f ); and (4) An additional case refers to anomalies by vessels within their own EEZ’s,
as exemplified by China and Italy. We hypothesize that this behavior may be due to fishers
willing to hide their chosen location from possible competitors, a behavior deeply rooted
in fishing culture. Fishermen are known not to share information freely and tend towards
a culture of secrecy and deceit about the location of productive fishing sites [22], which is
clearly at odds with the advent of AIS, where their position can be viewed by their com-
petitors. Cases 1 and 2 above clearly point to illegal practices, suggesting that the approach
developed here can effectively identify and monitor potential illegal fishing practices.

Our results may be impacted by biases emerging from the features of the AIS tracking
dataset. First, the distribution of vessels carrying AIS is not uniform across different ma-
rine regions; we tackled this potential bias by performing the p-value filter at the individ-
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ual vessel level, selecting the anomalous events that were significant within the trajectory
of each vessel, without considering other vessels’ influences. Second, other vessel’s influ-
ence may be present due to the interference in highly transited regions [23]; we believe
that the selection of 24 hours as the inter-event time without the reception of AIS mes-
sages is a long-enough period, such that a high level of traffic cannot explain this silence in
most cases. Third, a single vessel can emit at different message rates in different locations,
for example due to lower AIS coverage, which may impact the filtering method; we have
tested this on a null model (see Statistical filter in non-uniform events distributions in
Additional file 1), showing that, when the probability of finding an anomaly was uniform
across different cells, our filter discarded all the anomalies, even though we introduced
heterogeneity in the event densities across different cells. Finally, Fig. 1 illustrated anoma-
lies in consecutive locations reported by AIS identified as delays longer than 24 h, but it
also showed the presence of traveling distances between consecutive locations not fea-
sible by fishing vessels. We believe that those speed anomalies should be investigated in
the future, together with the silence anomalies, as we observed, although less frequently,
locations simultaneously displaying both kinds of anomalies.

We have analyzed the case of anomalous silence events in the trajectories of fishing
vessels in 2014, but we anticipate that the application of our methodology to more recent
datasets, which include a higher number of vessels’ trajectories, may reveal that our results
are probably underestimates. In fact, advances in AIS instrumentation and reporting will
help remove anomalies caused by technical malfunction and possibly help report attempts
at tampering with AIS. Our approach also identifies the main ports where vessels that
report suspicious anomalies use, which are not randomly distributed but are distributed
in a limited subset of ports within specific nations, pointing at geographical targets for
inspections. We suggest using game theory to design the right incentives to encourage the
more reluctant fishermen to use AIS reliably, as punitive measures alone will not be able
to improve current levels of anomalies.

In summary, our results provide an approach to single out excess anomalies in AIS po-
sitions of vessels that may represent deliberate manipulation of the reported position for
reasons that may extend from maintaining confidentiality on productive fishing grounds
from competitors to illegal fishing activity. We also tracked the vessels to the ports that
support their operations and showed that a small number of ports supported the fishing
vessels reporting most of the anomalies. This analysis, based on a complex systems anal-
ysis of port-fishing vessel networks, extends the uses of AIS to further provide a tool to
combat illegal fishing and conserve fish stocks. In fact, our methodology can be adapted
to the analyses of AIS reported locations of fishing vessels from the global (in the current
study) to the regional scales, for example by modification of the grid cell size. Furthermore,
we anticipate that the statistical filter that we have developed at the trajectory level can
help to differentiate random operational issues from intentional manipulation as digital
fingerprints of other phenomena or behaviors.

4 Methods
Automatic Identification System (AIS) data The AIS system reports, among other in-
formation, the location of the vessels carrying it with high temporal resolution. We use
AIS satellite data of vessels categorized as ‘fishing vessels’ in 2014 provided by ExactEarth,
with a total of 2.44 × 108 locations from 112,535 unique vessels, distinguishable by their
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Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) numbers. Among the fields specified in each
tracking location, we considered the MMSI number, latitude, longitude and time. The
trajectories were cleaned before the analysis, removing both locations on land and distant
locations with the same time value, as well as keeping a single location when we detected
a duplicate record.

Inter-event statistics Considering a trajectory as the series of time-sorted locations cor-
responding to the same MMSI number, we computed the inter-event time �ti as the time
difference between the locations i and i + 1, with i running through the tracking locations
of each trajectory, except for its last location. We also estimated the speed associated with
each pair of consecutive locations of each vessel, computed as the traveling distance �xi

(through the great-circle distance between locations i and i + 1, considering the Earth as
a sphere with radius R = 6371 km), divided by the inter-event time �ti.

Presence of vessels in ports We obtained the global coordinates of ports from the
World Port Index (2019), available from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
(https://msi.nga.mil/Publications/WPI). According to that database, we obtained the 0.5°
lat × 0.5° lon grid cells {cp} that contained any port. We considered a location i as the visit
to a port if its associated grid cell ci belonged to {cp}.

Detecting anomalous behavior of silence A location i was considered anomalous if �ti >
24 h and it was not located in a port (see Presence of vessels in ports).

Statistical filter to remove random operational anomalies Given the total number of
anomalies Ni,j and the total number Di,j of data points from vessel j at grid cell (0.5° lat ×
0.5° lon) i (excluding those assigned to ports), we distributed the total number of anoma-
lies randomly among the grid cells, with probability proportional to Di,j, obtaining Rk

i,j, the
number of randomly located anomalies of vessel j in grid cell i for each realization k of
the random distribution (note that

∑
i Ni,j =

∑
i Rk

i,j for any k). Then, we considered the
p-value as the fraction of realizations where a grid cell had a higher number of anomalies
in the random case than in the observed data:

pi,j =
1
J

∑

k

H
(
Rk

i,j – Ni,j
)

(1)

where H(x) is the Heaviside function, taking the value 0 if x is lower than 0 and 1 otherwise,
and J is the number of realizations of the random distribution. We considered that the
random distribution of anomalies could not explain the cells with p-value lower than 0.01,
after generating J = 103 independent realizations. Hence, the cells with p < 0.01 displayed
a systematic excess of anomalies that could not be explained by a random distribution.
Consequently, we selected, for each trajectory, the anomalies located in grid cells with
p < 0.01 and defined them as significant anomalies.

Distance to shore We computed the distance to shore from each significant anomalous
tracking location using the dataset provided by the Pacific Islands Ocean Observing Sys-
tem in https://pae-paha.pacioos.hawaii.edu/thredds/dist2coast.html?dataset=dist2coast_
4deg_ocean, which reported the distance from the oceanic locations to the nearest shore
in a global grid with a resolution of 0.04° lat × 0.04° lon.

https://msi.nga.mil/Publications/WPI
https://pae-paha.pacioos.hawaii.edu/thredds/dist2coast.html?dataset=dist2coast_4deg_ocean
https://pae-paha.pacioos.hawaii.edu/thredds/dist2coast.html?dataset=dist2coast_4deg_ocean
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Connecting anomalies to ports and countries Considering the trajectory of a given vessel
and a particular significant anomaly, we extracted the last port cell that was visited by
the vessel before the observed anomaly (origin port) and the first port cell visited after it
(destination port). To compute the number of anomalies linked to a port p, we averaged
the number of anomalies linked to p as their origin and the number of anomalies linked
to p as their destination, such that an anomaly with the same origin and destination port
accounted as one for that port. We computed the number of anomalies at national level
by the aggregation of the number of anomalies linked to the ports in each nation.

Exclusive Economic Zones We extracted the Exclusive Economic Zones from MarineRe-
gions (https://www.marineregions.org) and assigned to each 0.5° lon × 0.5° lat grid cell
the EEZ that covers most of its area. However, the Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction,
where intentional manipulation of AIS tracking devices was highly expected, were not in-
cluded in this dataset. Hence, we assigned each grid cell in the high seas to the closest
EEZ, considering the distance on a regular lattice where each cell was connected to its
closest 8 neighbors (East, West, North, South, Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, South-
west, Fig. S5).

Marine Protected Areas The information describing these areas in shapefile format was
downloaded from protectedplanet.net.
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